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Time to
shine
With more creative designs, innovative materials
and new brands on the scene, not even the
soaring price of precious metals can stop
jewellery and watch suppliers from moving the
category forward. Faye Rowe reports.
Shopping for gems in travel
retail is set to become even more
exciting thanks to the new batch of
products that are being unveiled at
the show this week.

2011 collection and St. Valentine 2012
collection. Plus, for the first time, it is also
launching a kids’ line. All the collections
have one thing in common: Venetian glass
with a modern twist. Tellingly, Antica
Murrina’s best-selling item is still the Frida
necklace, a brightly coloured piece that’s

01 Wessam Elmona, director duty free,
worldwide, general manager Middle
East & Africa, Frey Wille: “I know their
space is limited, but we need more
space and better visibility.”
02 E-commerce, e-marketing and
mobile marketing are very important
and effective for Equss.

classic yet innovative at the same time.
It’s a theme that translates well to Frey

Covetable, collectable items have the

Wille’s (Yellow Village C15) artistic range.

potential to be a hit, especially among

“The artists that the company works with to

frequent travellers. Clogau (Yellow Village

produce its eye-catching range of jewellery

D35), with its sentimental designs, is

are very active and continue to surprise

currently one of the best examples of

customers with new, beautiful pieces of art,”

a brand that has managed to forge an

said Wessam Elmona, director duty free,

emotional connection with consumers. “We

worldwide, general manager Middle East &

continue to do really well with the iconic

Africa, Frey Wille. In travel retail, pendants

Fairy and Butterfly lockets,” said Sonia

and bangles are the company’s best sellers,

Menezes, brand manager. “These have

as people typically start their collection this

become signature pieces for the brand;

way and then continue to build their set.

the design handwriting is clearly Clogau

Therefore, the key to design is to make
customers feel and look good.”
Another supplier that is focusing on design
is Roberto Coin (Green Village H46).

02

Having already launched seven collections,
mainly in silver and multi-coloured

With everything from pure gold jewellery

silver, the company is now set to launch

to collectable trinkets and Swiss-made

two new and exclusive collections at the

chronographs to fashion watches, there is

exhibition. Currently, its best selling range

something to suit every style and budget.

is Collection 5.2, which carries the most

Toscow’s (Blue Village D9) timeless

intricate designs.

multi-coloured crystal collection is still

“Style and manufacturing techniques

accumulating the most sales for the brand.

remain the same, but we’ve always strived

“The key to its success is that it’s colourful

to create a new, fresh and modern variety

and eye catching. Also, as it is multi-

of jewellery creations,” said Pilar Coin,

coloured it will never go out of fashion; not

global marketing director, Roberto Coin.

like other single colour collections, which

Antica Murrina (Blue Village D12) is also

may be a hit this season but would look

pushing the boundaries of design by

dated the next season,” said Francis Ng,

bringing in new, young creatives to its

general manager, Toscow. “As commodity

team. The focus here is on adding elegant

prices including gold and silver are so

touches. “These new designers create

high, customers are looking for other

jewels in Murano glass, which brings the

alternatives and they are happy to accept

collection back to its origins but with a

alloy as their jewellery. With the present

touch of Venetian elegance,” said Barbara

technology, a lot of created stones look

Venneri, Export Department.

as good as, if not better than, natural

The company is launching new seasonal

stones. Customers are focusing more

and themed collections, including the Fall/

on the design rather than the materials.

Winter 2011/2012 collection, Christmas
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with the Tree of Life and nature motifs, yet

Dan collection, meaning ‘ablaze’ or ‘on

they are not fussy… just beautiful everyday

fire’, uses smoky quartz accented with

jewellery. Even more gratifying is the rise

diamonds. The company is also planning to

in sales of gold pieces. Our royal themed

introduce more colour into its collections.

collections are doing particularly well.”

“Rose gold is such a beautiful colour that

Clogau is launching new additions in its

it really does provide a stunning setting

Royal Roses and Am Byth collections. It

for many precious and semi-precious

also has a fabulous new collection called

gemstones,” said Menezes.

Key Notes – beautiful rose, yellow and

New highlights from Tateossian (Riviera

silver keys that contain a secret space

Village RF10) include the St Tropez unisex

for a love note.

beaded and leather bracelet set, the

In terms of new materials, the new Ar

Propeller Cufflink and the Trio Nugget
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Bracelets for women. The leather bracelets

03

especially have found huge popularity in

Richard
Kennedy:
"We felt
there was
a niche for a
classic entry
price point
watch and
Montine which
has been a very
successful
brand in the
past, perfectly
meets the
requirement."
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the channel. As well as being available in a
range of colours, the concept taps into the
trend for stackable bracelets.
“Carbon fibre is a new material we are
working with – it allows designs to be
lighter and unique,” said Robert Tateossian,
CEO, Tateossian. However, for Cannes,
Tateossian is consciously going back to
its roots by producing a vast collection of
duty free cufflinks for inflight purchases.
“Our cufflinks are fun, functional, unusual

is the star of the Secret Wish collection and

Awards in London,” said Skouri.

and always with movement staying true to

we are very excited to bring this ultimate

When it comes to watches, Scorpio

Tateossian’s style ethos,” said Tateossian.

accessory for iPhones and iPad to

(Mediterranean Village P8) has some

Buyers looking for something completely

travel retail.”

very exciting news for Cannes this year,

new should head to the Secret Wish

The strap also fits most other smart

including the re-launch of the

(Ambassadeurs Village U10) stand, which

phones such as BlackBerry, HTC and

Montine brand.

is exhibiting its collection of fashion

Samsung thanks to its innovative and

“We felt there was a niche for a classic

jewellery for the first time in Cannes. “If

patented tip. “The product got an excellent

entry price point watch and Montine, which

we had to highlight a product, the iPhone

welcome from airline buyers, and was

has been a very successful brand in the

strap would be our favourite,” said Nadia

even voted ‘Best New Product in In-flight

past, perfectly meets the requirement,”

Skouri, founder and CEO, Secret Wish. “It

Retail of the Year’ during the ARC 2011

said Scorpio group sales & marketing
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director Richard Kennedy. “Initially we
are introducing individual and twin watch
sets for men and women with inflight as
a main focus, but with travel retail sales
development to follow.”
In addition, following the soft launch at
Singapore, Scorpio is introducing the
new Jacques du Manoir range of classic
Swiss watches. With prices starting at
just £125, the watches are manufactured

03 Antica Murrina constantly studies, creates and
develops new ideas.
04 Ice-Watch (Red Village L21) is launching the IceWhite Collection this week. The brand, which started
in the travel retail market in early 2011, was launched
in Heathrow Airport’s T5 with World Duty Free in July
and Arnaud Fauvarque, international travel retail
manager, said their joint promotion has been the most
successful watch promotion that WDF has ever had.
Product placement with trendsetters David and Cathy
Guetta and the Black Eyed Peas have earned Ice-Watch
fans around the world.

by the Boegli family and have a tradition
that spans four generations. The modern

popular and suppliers are thinking of

Jacques du Manoir watches have been

innovative new ways to make the designs

made for the past two decades and include

more useful and relevant. “Colour is still

wrist-watches, pocket watches and pendant

important along with the ability to use one

watches, both quartz and mechanical.

watch with different straps – so flexibility

Scorpio will also have new models in its

is key,” added Kennedy. “Presently, steel

highly successful Aviator and Avalanche

mesh straps are hot and consequently we

collections, as well as refreshed collections

are meeting that need with various styles in

from Esprit and Puma. Pierre Cardin sees

our Cannes collections.”

the introduction of new coffret sets, which
can be given individually as gifts, while

Shopping habits revealed

there is also a new fun watch from Time

Looking at how consumer preferences are

Design which features interchangeable

evolving, there is evidence to suggest

colourful silicon straps. This will again be

that colourful, statement jewellery is

offered at an entry point price.

a rising trend.

“Our business has done very well over the
past year, especially with the Aviator and
Avalanche brand of watches,” said Kennedy.
“We attribute these great sales to fantastic
quality at great value prices; superb gift
concepts that are easy to select and buy
and exclusive offers that cannot be found
on the high street.”
Another watch brand that many of us will
be pleased to see at the show is Disney.
Managed by Gerzon (Blue Village F27), the
watches feature images of well-known
characters, such as Mickey and Minnie
Mouse and Toy Story. They’re set to become
a popular choice for parents who want to
bring home a special gift for their children.
“Our Vivaldi watch sets are also popular
because they are true fashion items and
the sets can be adapted to all of our clients
wishes,” said Kawita Sukul, marketing and
communications, Gerzon. “Right now,
there is a focus on coloured unisex watches
that are aimed at a trendy and modern
target group.”

Richard
Kennedy:
"We attribute
these great
sales to
fantastic quality
at great value
prices; superb
gift concepts
that are easy to
select and buy
and exclusive
offers that
cannot be
found on the
high street."

Chronographs continue to be extremely
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“Customers like their jewellery to be seen
and noticed,” said Ng. “This will always
be the case in Western countries but,
in Asia, a lot of people used to prefer
jewellery that was less expressive.
However, this has changed a lot recently.
We find a lot of Asians, especially the
younger generations, are looking for bold,
statement jewellery. They are not shy to
show off their jewellery at all.”
As a result, Toscow is now producing a new
multi-coloured crystal collection. “Years
ago, when we talked about multi-colour,
usually we referred to different colours that
belonged to the same family. For instance
we would have had rose, red, orange and
fuchsia together. We seldom matched
stones belonging to different colour
palettes. However this has changed slowly
and customers accept multi-coloured
stones from different colour palettes. They
don’t mind red mixing with yellow and
green. This is actually readily accepted and
becoming more popular,” said Ng.
While Toscow has managed to build a
collection that boasts a great deal of
variety, for others it can be a better tactic to
focus on a niche.

Robert
Tateossian:
"Men’s jewellery
is now about
fashion, so
trends have to
be considered
when you want
to create a
popular item.
Inflight
purchasing as a
whole has had
to become much
slicker in order
to evolve with
consumers, so
collections have
to match the
high-end look of
travel retail."

“It is difficult to be all things to all people
and probably not the wisest route to take
with a jewellery portfolio,” said Menezes.
“Welsh gold is so rare and precious

While the Welsh gold category is very niche,

that it’s beyond most people’s means

the appeal of owning Clogau Welsh gold

to own jewellery made with pure Welsh

and the success of its new collections have

gold. However, we do include a touch in

set the brand’s trajectory firmly on course

every piece of jewellery and make that

for its most successful year so far.

jewellery as beautiful as possible. This

“Customers are more informed, they are

way we ensure that the Clogau consumer

ready to pay more, but for a well-known

purchases something that is a joy to wear

and unique item,” said Elmona. “There are

today, yet valuable enough to pass on to

lots of newcomers but very few survivors.”

future generations.”

If the stakes are so high, how can you help

Clogau’s Key
Notes Collection.
Expect to see a
gradual evolution
of Clogau’s core
collections and
some fabulous
new ones in
association
with Historic
Royal Palaces
Enterprises.
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Nadia
Skouri:
“We try to adapt
quickly to an
ever-changing
demand
through eyecatching shapes
and the ability
to understand
and react very
quickly to any
change in the
fashion world.”
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05 Roberto Coin’s biggest challenge
is to surprise its customers by always
being creative and innovative.

ensure that your brand, new or old, finds

seasons of their life, when the idea of

Inflight purchasing as a whole has had to

“Once they have those products they try

success? According to Roberto Coin, the

wearing a silver jewel is an expression

become much slicker in order to evolve with

to personalise them by using a different

secret could lie in developing the lifestyle

of personal lifestyle more than an

consumers, so collections have to match

cover, for instance. The only thing they

aspect of your brand.

ideal concept.”

the high-end look of travel retail.”

couldn’t do until now is have a phone strap

“Consumers are always going to be

“Consumers are definitely becoming

The smartphone strap by Secret Wish

for their digital best friend. We created this

more demanding in terms of style and

more media and fashion savvy,” agreed

is a perfect example of catering to new

new accessory by Secret Wish to respond

innovation,” said Coin. “Our collections are

Tateossian. “Men’s jewellery is now about

consumer needs. “More and more people

to this need.”

perfect for those women who are looking

fashion, so trends have to be considered

are attracted by electronic products such

Boasting real Swarovski crystals, the straps

for quality jewellery for the different

when you want to create a popular item.

as the iPhone and the iPad,” said Skouri.

are available with a variety of different

8 – TFWA DAILY
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charms, allowing the owner to change the look
depending on their mood.
“We try to adapt quickly to an ever-changing
demand through eye-catching shapes and the
ability to understand and react very quickly to any
change in the fashion world,” said Skouri.
Looking at watches again, it is clear that owning
more than one watch is now the norm and that
travellers are increasingly looking at watches as
fashion accessories as well as timepieces.
“Many customers have several watches to choose
from, and use their watch to make that last twist
to their appearance,” said Marianne Linder, key
account manager travel retail, Skagen Designs
(Yellow Village H45). Skagen therefore offers
several different styles and displays them in
connection with other fashion products, as well as
in a design environment.
“Consumers are also more price aware and
therefore looking for better value propositions,
without forsaking quality,” said Kennedy.
“Travellers still want to buy when they travel and
watches continue to be one of the most popular
purchases, both for self and as gifts.” However,
as already mentioned, consumers are more
cautious about spending and are looking more
closely at what is on offer – they want quality, but
at a value price.
Scorpio represents many different watch brands,
as well as offering its own collections. It follows
the markets closely and works with its suppliers

06 Gerzon makes sure that all of its products
are of good quality and regularly launches new
products in its portfolio.
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to ensure that its products are always on

to ensure we give our retailers the very

trend, for instance, with mesh straps and

best level of support; from exceptional

colourful designs.

marketing collateral, to in-store training,

“We believe presentation and

reward programmes, branded retail

merchandising is becoming more important

furniture and our retailer website. The

within the category and over the past

implementation and use of these tools puts

year have introduced lightweight inflight

us and the retailer in a win/win position.”

packaging for our Aviator brand, plus

There are times, however, when limited

POS display and merchandising units for

space can make a partnership too difficult

ground shops to enable consumers to more

to maintain.

closely interact with the brand and to self-

“We have to make sure that the brand is

select,” said Kennedy. “We think this is an

presented in travel retail on the same level

important step forward.”

as local market,” said Elmona. “For that,

Gerzon mainly focuses on inflight sales,

and taking the space issue in duty free, we

which is why it invests in good photography

decided to withdraw from some duty free

that shows its products in the best possible

shops who can’t provide the proper space

light in the inflight catalogues. It also

for perfect presentation.”

does a lot to ensure flight attendants are

Keeping the lines of communication

well informed about the products they are

open can not only help to smooth over

selling so they, in turn, can sell them more

problem areas, but also make sure joint

effectively to customers.

expectations are being met.

“You always have to distinguish yourself

“We have been thrilled by the very positive

as a business from others and in this

feedback we received from the airlines

category where a lot of players are active,

for our first-ever collection,” said Skouri.

it is necessary to know what the others

“The biggest challenge we now have is

are doing and respond to that with, for

to maintain the creative thinking, whilst

example, more advertising campaigns,”

delivering consistent and reliable service

said Sukul. “What differentiates us from

to our clients. Feeding back about point-

other companies is that Gerzon Duty Free is

of-sales perception and sharing their own

large enough to handle volume, but small

findings about market trends and customer

enough to be fast, flexible and creative.”

behaviour would surely help. But let’s put

08

it like this: retailers and operators will help

Overcoming challenges

us reach our growth if our products and our

One of the hottest topics affecting the

service to them help them reach theirs.”

category right now is the rising price of

Toscow’s biggest challenge is to elevate its

gold. Generally this means that higher
product prices are inevitable, but suppliers
are doing all they can to control the
damage.

07

“We do our best to keep these to a
minimum to protect our market share,”
said Menezes. “It is also our responsibility

07 The iPhone strap and sets of four
charms are best-sellers for Secret Wish.
08 Scorpio has very good relationships
with all of its retailers and believes this
is down to good two-way communication.
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current multi-coloured crystal collection

in brands. “I guess the challenge is to

By listening and observing at the store, we

to another level. Ng explained: “Our

maintain these standards and continue to

have a better understanding and a quicker

previous collections, such as Glitter

offer travellers the very best in terms of

response to the consumer needs.”

Glamour, are very popular and so it is

quality, value and price, and our customers

Equss has recently signed an agreement

always hard to come up with something

the very best in service,” said Kennedy.

with Horizon International Duty Free that

new and better. To overcome this, we will

it hopes will increase its footprint onto

09 For Tateossian, having a
strong company identity is key.
10 Skagen is very aware of
fashion and style.
11 Toscow’s aim is to offer quality
jewellery at affordable prices
that help customers look good
and feel great.

continue with the winning formula and

Strategies that work

the American markets. The company is

mix and match coloured crystals but in

When it comes to driving success, staying

also expanding the business in Europe

a more elaborate way. For the previous

true to your brand roots can pay dividends.

and China. “In the next few years our plan

collection, the stones are the same

“We care very much for our brand, and

is to open more standalone boutiques

extremely popular in travel retail shops

shape – either round or marquise – but

stick to our identity by always using the

in the domestic markets to raise brand

is offering a free pair of Aviator Sunglasses

now we extend not just the colour but the

key elements from the Danish nature in

awareness, as well as on the duty free

with every new purchase of an Aviator Watch

shape too. Like the Splendour Spangle

any Skagen campaign,” said Linder. “But

market,” said Ng.

for a limited period only.

collection, we have crystals in round,

at the same time we change our ‘look’ with

Promotions can undoubtedly help to raise

For Secret Wish, GWP also takes priority:

oval, square and octagon shapes which

every season. Using sales training with

your profile. “We find that promotions

“We have not, so far, run or participated in

add excitement to the collection and the

the retailers is one of the best ways to

that are run following staff training are

any sort of price promotion,” said Skouri. “We

results are overwhelming.”

run promotions.”

particularly effective,” said Menezes.

try to put as much value as we can for the

As most of its jewellery is boxed, Toscow

“Consumers not only purchase the product

“Clogau has such a rich and interesting

customer in the product itself and carefully

always tries to persuade the operator to

itself, but they are actually consuming the

heritage that educating retailers and their

designed and crafted GWP, such as the Pouch

have a few of its items on proper display so

brand and the lifestyle we want to bring

staff yields the best results. We find that

we are offering with some of our products.

that customers can feel and even wear the

to them while shopping at our stores,”

they become so passionate about passing

Its perceived value is high and a lot of clients

products prior to buying. In turn, this

agreed Audrey Ng, marketing executive,

on that knowledge to the customer that

have actually called us asking if they could

helps boost sales.

Equss (Riviera Village RF11). “Frontline

sales are inevitable.”

buy spare ones from us.”

Through many eyes, the market is buoyant,

staff are our ‘eyes and ears’ and they need

Scorpio is currently running a number

Scorpio is busy growing its ground shop

business is growing and there is confidence

to be proactive to engage with customers.

of promotions, but one that is proving

business on a global basis. “By the end
of 2011 we expect to have 500 ground

11

shop outlets,” said Kennedy. “For existing,
successful brands, such as Aviator, Time
Design and Pierre Cardin, our focus has
been on creating the right range extensions
with great looks at superb price points,
along with packaging and merchandising
solutions which make self-selection easy
for the consumer. Alongside this, we have
offered new brands such as Jacques du
Manoir which offers a classic Swiss watch
at a fantastic price point and our new
Montine watches, of which we’re expecting
great things.”
Gerzon is focused on offering the best products
for the best price, while Frey Wille is working on
more creative ways to attract passengers.
“The biggest opportunity for steady growth
comes from creating icons that people
desire,” said Menezes. “For us, that means
staying true to our Clogau heritage and
design handwriting and translating it into
more contemporary pieces.”
To hit the nail on the head, you need to
have a product that is priced, packaged
and targeted exactly to the right customer.
As Tateossian said: “Keep all this in mind
when creating product and you will be sure
to have a success.”
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